NOTE:  SIDNEY MSS.
The Sidney MSS were first examined by Arthur Collins, who discovered that this collection
contained materials o£ great importance, especially for study of the Elizabethan era. But despite the
esteem in which Sir Philip Sidney's memory was held, and notwithstanding Collins's own reputation
as an antiquarian, his vast labour of reading and transcribing these MSS. did not receive academic
aid or encouragement. So he appealed to private subscribers, and by their means was enabled to issue,
in 1746, two large folio volumes (with list of subscribers). From these "Letters and Memorials of
State" the present writer worked; until in 1925 the Historical MSS. Com: brought out, under the
editorship of Mr. C. L, Kingsford, Vol. I of a "Report on the Manuscripts of Lord De L'lsle and
Dudley preserved at Penshurst Place"; followed by Vol. II (1934). Some items overlooked by Collins
were found by Mr. Kingsford: for example the Sidney-Walsingham marriage agreement Vol. I, pp.
272-273. (E.E. p. 73); but not any new letters of Philip Sidney. Mr. Kingsford died before Vol. II
was issued. The preface is by William A, Shaw, DXitt, who admits that "Collins left comparatively
little for later researchers to glean after him." See pp. xv-xxxii, a useful list of cross references to
Collins's work. To Collins must for ever remain the honours due to a pioneer; the Hist: MSS.
Com: Reports, though of great interest and value, supplement rather than supersede Collins's achieve-
ments. (See also E.E. vol. V, plate 13, for a MS independently discovered in 1926).
MONOGRAPHS.
The "Life of the Renowned Sir Philip Sidney" by his friend Fulkc Grcville is less a biography
than a character sketch in relation to the Policy of England " in relation to all Forrain Princes."
Extensively quoted in the present work, it speaks for itself.
Of modern monographs, that of Zouch, 1808, was the first. Those in die "English Men of
Letters" and "Heroes of the Nations" Series have been more popular. The latest and most carefully
compiled "Life of Sir Philip Sidney" is by "Malcolm William Wallace Associate Professor of English
Literature, University College, Toronto"; Cambridge University Press, 1915. It contains in cxtenso
a MS discovered by Professor Wallace among Lord de L'lsle and Dudley's papers at Penshurst Place,
" The Accompte of Mr. Philippi Sidneys expenses since the iii^ of Decmbre, 1565 untill the Feast
of St. Michael the Archangel 1566"; pp. 405-423; and the Professor gives tabular ^ Notes on Extant
Portraits of Sir Philip Sidney" pp. 424-425. Concerning various matters now first analysed, suggestions
are made in "Elizabethan England," Vol. V, pp. 69,note 2; 75; 83-89; and Vol. VI, pp. 67-71. for several
alterations which Professor Wallace may like to incorporate in his later editions. It is to be hoped he
will reconsider also a discouraging statement in his " Postscript" (p. 400) that " The dead past buries its
dead so effectively that it is impossible that we of to-day should come into really living touch with him
who died 300 years ago." The Elizabethans would admit no time limit to sympathetic interest; and
found no difficulty in drawing a moral from the careers of Alexander or Caesar. To understand " the
divinest_ spirits of all ages" was then expected of every alert intellect. The great dead were called " the
ever living "; and the living wished to be remembered in " long hereafter ages." To live only in the
present was to be a " mercenary hired by the day." See E.E. Vol. I, Introduction, p. vii
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